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1. Introduction 

If we assume the correctness of the quark model for the under- 

lying structure of hadrons, then a crucial problem of particle physics is 

how to develop tools which can probe the hadronic interactions of the con- 

stituents at a fundamental level. Most of hadronic phenomenology 

gives valuable but only indirect information on quark interactions. 

For example: 

1. The spectroscopy of hadrons yields important constraints on the 

large distance confinement potential--thecomplete \Ir' spectrum 

should turn out to be as important to quark dynamics as positronium 

is to QED. 

2. High energy hadron-hadron interactions are consistent with the 

quantum number flow (i.e., duality graphs) dictated by the quark 

model, but the typical interactions at small t or u involve 

coherent multi-particle amplitudes andaredifficult to analyse 

directly in terms of constituent interactions, Because of the 

Feynman dx/x spectrum the interacting particles usually only have 

a smail fraction of the incident energy [s 2 x 
eff 

S - O(m*)l a% ,' 
and most energy is lost in beam fragmentation. 
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3* Deep inelastic lepton processes determine the electromagnetic 

and weak interactions of the constituents, and together with the 

egstic form factors provide important constraints on the nature 

of the hadronic wave function at large momentum transfer. In 

particular, Bjorken scaling implies that a non-zero fraction of a 

nucleon's momentum can becarriedby a single point-like constituent. 

4. Accordingly, in the case of high energy hadron-hadron collisions, 

particles can be produced at large transverse momentum pT =J-& > 

by a single, hard, large angle reaction involving the point-like 

constituents. Note that the interacting particles must have 

S eff= xaxb s > 4p;. Thus if the impulse approximation is 

applicable-- as is the case for super-renormalizable and asymptotic 

freedom field theories--then large pT reactions, both exclusive 

and inclusive, can provide direct clues to the short-distance struc- 

ture of the constituents' dynamics. 

In fact the emerging features of high pT data: sets, fixed 

angle scaling, power behavior, etc., give strong support to the 

hard scattering models. Excellent discussion of these features 

may be found in the lectures of Bjorkenland Davier2in these 

proceedings. A general review of the data and an overview of various 

theoretical models may be found in the Physics Report by Sivers, 

Blankenbecler and myself. 3 

a 

__ 

In this lecture I will make the simplifying assumptions that 

(1) large pT reactions can be analyzed in terms of short distance 

interactions-- independent of the large distance confinement problem, 

and (2) that the basic quark-quark interactions within a hadron is 
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scale-independent (modulo logarithms) as in asymptotic freedom gauge 

theories. A dynamical realization of these assumptions is the con- 

stitue2 interchange model 4 (CIM) together with the dimensional counting 

rules. 576 The CIM is a dynamical realization of the duality diagrams 

and thus is consistent tith the usual Regge phenomenology of hadronic 

interactions. I will review the structure of the CIM, proofs of the 

counting rules, and recent phenomenological applications, including 

electromagnetic processes, correlations, and nuclear target effects. 

A new argument,"minimal neutralization': is also presented to account 

for the empirical absence of gluon interactions between quarks of 

different hadrons. 
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2. The Structure of Hard Scattering Models' 
-. 

The basic assumption of the parton description of large trans- 
- 

verse momentum reactions is that the required large momentum transfer 

occurs only once--' in an underlying two-body reaction a+b+c+d. 

The remainder of the process involves (Feynman-scaling) fragmentation 

of the in- and outgoing particles with small mean transverse momentum. 

This assumption can be justified if the Born interaction cross section 

falls with energy, as in multiperipheral models (based on super-renormal- 

izable field theories) and the CIM. We thus have (see Fig. 1) for 

p: >> lz:l the simple probabilistic formula 4,8 

= abfcdjwa i %./ 2 Ga/A(xc) 'b/B(%) GC/l(xC) 
0 0 0 

cm1 . 
d3p/Ef 

*(a +b+c + d) 

2 
with 'PT = tu/s, E =&y2/s = 1 + u/s + t/s +l - XT at 90'. The process 

a + b + c f d is irreducible in that no hadronic bremsstrahlung is 

allowed before interaction. The variable x is the light-cone variable 

(2.2) 

(where sA is along z), i.e., the infinite momentum fraction in a frame 

where ib?Ai 303* The distribution G a/,(-' is the probability dNa A 
/ (xa) 

to find the (spacelike) daughter a with fraction x a; the usual 
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2592Al 

Figure 1. Structure of the hard-scattering models for the inclusive 

reaction A -t B +C -t X at large transverse momentum. 

The process a+b-+c+d is the irreducible large angle 

subprocess. 
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quark-parton model result for ep -+ eX is 

vW2(x) = c Q? x Gq /p(x) 
; 1 ,' 

(2.3) 

The distribution GC/c ("c ) is the final state fragmentation probability 

dNc,c(xc) to produce C from the (timelike) state c. A great number 

of formal properties can be derived for the G functions, using con- 

servation laws and crossing properties: 

aEAl 
dxa x Ga/,(x) = 1 

J 
1 

c 
aEA 0 

b,, Qa Ga/A (x) = Q 

momentum 
conservation 

conserved 
quantum 
number . 

(2.4) 

2 bEB G;,b (5’ Gb/B(z) convolution 

X 

Ga/A - = + ZE (3 
Ii/a. z 

crossing 

(where the + sign occurs if 2 + A is a fermion). An extensive discussion 

and review is given inRef. 3, In general there is a connection between 

the behavior of G(x') at x + 0 and the Regge behavior of total cross 

sections: If 0 N p-1 then 
&A 

Ga A / (x) N CX-~ (x + 0). Inserting this 

into (2.1), we see that Pomeron exchange, a = 1, gives Feynman scaling 

for the inclusive cross section (s-independence at fixed ~1). 

Since the G's are independent of scale, the scaling of the 

irreducible process at fixed angle, 
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ds 

d3dE 
(a+b+c+d)=+(l+$+$$ (2.5) 

1 
- -+ --- f@m), 

(s a )Nabcd 

s' + w, t/s' fixed 

implies 

do (A + B + C + D) ==> c 1 

d3P/E abed (pE)Nabcd 
f(ecm&%) (2.6) 

at fixed 0 cm andA2/s. For example, N is equal to 2 for the scale- 

invariant q+q-+q+q subprocess. The experimental situation (see 

section 6), however, shows that for the presently accessible energies 

no single N can accommodate all the data, e.g., for pp + 7JX at 90°, 

one finds N - 4 at the ISR' 9 0.1 < yr 11 < 0.35) and N G 6 at FNAL 

(0.3 < xT < 0.6). Clearly, if the quark-parton model description is 

relevant, a number of terms of varying N must be involved, involving 

various distinguishable processes which are not scale invariant. 

Fortunately, simple quark counting rules can be used to sort out the 

myriad possibilities. 

3. Dimensional Counting Rules for Large pT Reactions415T7 
- 

A unique feature of the dimensional counting rules is that the 

dynamical behavior of hadronic reactions--the power dependence of 

scaling laws and threshold dependence-- can be directly related to the 

degree of complexity of the interacting particles. 
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The basic rule is as follows: First one counts the number of 

"active" elementary fields (quark, lepton, photon) participating in 

"the Urge pT irreducible subprocesses (see Fig. 1) 

-_ 

h active =n a + "b + nc + nd (3.1) 

and the number of spectators or passive fields in A, B, and C: 

n spectator = n(%A) + n(6B) f n(ec) (3.2) 

Then following the guide of Born graphs in renormalizable field theory, 

one finds the contribution 

doj 1 

d3p/E (p$ + m2)N 
f (Bo, E > (3.3) 

for p:>> m2, ecrn and e =2/s fixed. Furthermore, f(ecm,s)-+f(6 )sF 
cm 

for E -+ 0 where5 

and 4 
(3.4) 

F = 2n spectator -1 (3*5) 

The latter rule is equivalent to Ga/,(x) N (l-~)~~(~)-' -;A,a(~) 

for x -31. 

. 

It is physically clear that N should increase as the number 

of fields forced to change direction increases, and that F (the 

degree of "forbiddenness") should increase as increasing number of 

spectators take away the available phase-space. The reader csn readily 

check that the usual parton model prediction for deep inelastic 

c 
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processes are included as special cases here; e.g., for ep -+ eX, 

n active = 4(eq+eq) and n spectator = 2 giving VW,(x) N (1-xJ3 at 

'x -3 r. For scattering on antiquarks in the proton, n passive = 4, anal2 

Y w,(s, (x) - (1-xj7. (Note that we also predict scale-breaking terms 

from the subprocess e(qq> + e(qq) (n = 6) yielding'a term vW2 * 

(l-x)/(Q2 + moj2. Such a term may be useful in parametrizing scale- 

breaking near x N 1, instead of forms which use the variable 

W, = (2mV + M?/Q2, and do not retain the kinematic boundary at x = 1.) 

For the Drell-Yan process pp + 21-~-X, one has dO/d'p/E(pp -+ p+X) N 

p.L -4s11f(@cm), and thus do/dZ2(pp + pf~-X) Nuklm4(1 -&2/s)11. The xL 

and PT distribution of the pair are also easily predicted. A complete 

discussion of the counting rules for the general pair production pro- 

cess A + B + C + D + X is given in Ref. 13. Additional applications 

to e+e- colliding beam final states will be given in Ref. 14. 

(1) There are two complications which should be kept in mind 

when using the spectator rule: 

The derivation of the rule Eqn. (3.5) assumes that the 

spectators are all bound with hadrons in order that the integration 

over transverse momentum of the spectator converges. In the case of 

point-like electromagnetic couplings such as e+ .ey the corresponding 

transverse momentum integration is logarithmically divergent, and the 

Ga/A distributions acquire the usual logarithmic factors of the 

equivalent-photon/lepton (Weisacker-Williams) distributions. The 

spectator rule then becomes 7 

F = 2nbomd + nlePtons _ 1 
spec spec (3.6) 

where nleptons 
spec only counts the number of unbounded spectator leptons, 
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but not photons. With this extension, the counting rules can be applied 

to all the tree-graph &ED processes, as well as bound state (QED or 

'hadr&ic) reactions. The results agree with the equivalent photon/lepton 

analyses of Refs. 15 and 16. A simple example is 

E* 
4 

(ee -3 p-X) - 2 s 

d3p 
F.lqg 2 e1 

pT m e 

where n active 2 for any of the contributing subpro- 

cesses: r f r -+ w+v-, 7-e -+7-e, eP + w. If the incident particles 

are both positronium atoms, the E power is increased by 4 to E5 

since ,bomd = 2 
spectators l 

Note that extra photon spectators do not change 

the E dependence because of their infrared dk/k coupling. The same 

result clearly also holds for the soft vector gluons radiated by quark 

lines. 

(2) The rule (3.6) is formally inconsistent with the sign of 

the crossing relation in (2,4) if the spectator system has the quantum 

numbers of a fermion. Indeed in Bethe-Salpeter calculations of the 
4. 

bound state of two fermions, one finds17 G 
q/JT 

- VW; N (l-xj2 instead 

of (Lx), with an extra cancellation at x -1 forced by helicity 

and spin conservation. 18 However, the non-leading term VW:- (1-x)"(k:)/Q2 

though non-leading at large Q2, has the effect of a (1-x) 1 term at 

c&'/Q2 -+ 0. For convenience, then, we shall retain the rule (3.6) in 

phenomenological comparisons, although formally the spin complications 

and rearrangement of terms at E-30 should be kept in mind. In any 

event, the exclusive-inclusive connection (see Section 6) is satisfied. 

A more detailed discussion will be given elsewhere. 14 

358 
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4. Dimensional Counting and Exclusive Processes 

In the case of exclusive processes, the number of spectators 
-h 

is zero and dimensional counting implies 5,6 

$$ (A +-B+c,+ D) -3 ' n +n +n +n -2 fA+B-+C+D '@ 1 cm (4.1) 
sABCD 

for the general two-body reaction. Applied to electron scattering, 

this gives 

FH(t) -t 
I--% 

' t ++m - (4.2) 

for the spin-averaged form factor of a bound state of nH fields. 

Alternatively, using quark counting for any exclusive reaction 

A + B + C + D i- .** Z, we can write5 

na -3 s 
-l-NM-2NB 

J S+m (4.3) 

for the cross section integrated over any fixed angle region with each 

p:pj/s (i # j = A, B, . . . , Z) finite. (This last relation is .1 

particularly interesting for e+e- annihilation, e.g., + - + N(T) e e 

above the resonance contributions.) N M and N B are the number of 

mesons and baryons respectively in the initial and final states. 

The tests of dimensional counting for two body reactions are 

reviewed extensively in Davier's lectures in this proceedings?and in 
- 

Refs.3,lg.Thus far there is no clear contradiction with the predictions, 

although higher energy tests are definitely needed. It may be possible 

to increase the range of the tests in experiments covering large CM 

solid angle or using nuclear targets (see Section 16). 
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A very recent test of fixed angle behavior is the measurement 

of "f' (q2 ) + p + 7J- + p by Hansen et al. at Cornell. 20 They find 

'da/dp=s -7*5 torn4 at (Ekb < IL.2 Gev), 0 
r cm = 90°, for lq21 up to 

“2 Gev2, in agreement with the fixed angle photoproduction measurement 

dU/dt(yp + np) & s-7-0*4 by R. Anderson et al. at.SLAC.21 Note 

that the dimensional counting prediction is s -7 for asymptotic s, 

e cm fixed, with Iq2i << /tl. When q2 - O(t), one may 

with Eq. (4.3) nU(ep -+ em) N sV5. 

An important question is what momentum transfer is sufficient 

to make a fair comparison with the scaling laws without including mass 

compare directly 

corrections, etc. In the case of the elastic form factor of the proton 

(see Fig. 2), one sees that for 5 > -t > 25 Gev2, t2GM is consistent 

with a constant within 5%. The scaling do/dt(pp -P pp) N s -1OfQ 

is reasonably good for ItI > 4 Gev2. In the case of.non-exotic 

channels, e.g., r'p + lrfp, pp --+ pp the scaling onset is expected to 

be at larger t, although extrapolation of the pLab = 10 Gev/c IJ'P 

-3 l++p large angle data to 5 Gev/c, using the s -8 law does a good job 

of averaging out the resonance structure at the lower energies. 22 This 

illustrates a type of duality, where the fixed angle scaling law fits 

--on the average--the s-channel resonant contributions. The form of 

the fixed angle scaling function f(ecm) is well-described by the CIM 

model (see Section 15 ), but not by gluon exchange. The crossing behavior 

relating pp 3 pp to p.i -3 pc, K-p -+ K-p to K+p + K'p, etc. predicted 

by the power law CIM forms are also reasonably consistent with experi- 

ment.23 It should be noted, however, that phenomenological forms 

(based on geometrical arguments and a fixed distance scale) of the 

type emapT, where a varies with ecm can also be used to parametrize 
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the present range of'aJo body scattering data,24J25 although such forms 

have not been successfully extended to fit inclusive data. 26 

An important feature of the large angle data which is not 

accounted for by the scaling laws are the presence (even at large t) 

24 of oscillations and fixed-t dips, as emphasized by Hendry and 

Schremp and Shremp.25 This structure is particularly striking in the 

plot of s lo dU/dt (pp + pp) shown in Fig. 3. Such structure demands 

that a fixed distance scale influences large angle hadron scattering, 

and of course, is natural in geometrical models. In the context of the 

parton model one can think of at least two interesting possible explana- 

tions: (1) The fixed t structure is induced by the absorption or 

peripheral interactions of the soft parton structure of the hadrons. 

(2) The confinement of the quarks within a fixed distance (as in bag 

models) induces an oscillatory structure in the quark propagator, which 

in turn modifies the parton model amplitudes. Nuclear targets and 

phase measurements can be used to discriminate these possibilities. 

The latter possibility will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. 

5- The Deuteron Form Factor 

In principle the dimensional counting prediction should hold 

even for nuclear states in the asymptotic short distance region where 

constituent interactions are dominant. The prediction for asymptotic 

behavior of spin-averaged deuteron form factor is (n = 6J5 

FD(t) N t-5 , t -3 -w (5.1) 

where 
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Figure 2. A plot of Q4Gm /exp versus Q2. The dashed line is the 

usual dipole fit. The solid Line is fit given by 

W. Atwood with Q4Gm -+ con&. From W. Atwood, SLAC-185 

(1975) l 
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da 47~a2 -= 
dt t2 

[F;(t) + O(z) . ..] 

Furthermore since each nucleon must change directions from approximately 

P/2 to (p f q)/2 we predict 27 

FD(t) z F;(t) ' 
'l- 

(5.3) 

where m2 0 is a scale set by an off-shell quark propagator. A typical 

"partition" diagram (see Sec. 12) is shown in Fig. 4. Note that this 

diagram allows for quark rearrangement between the nucleons in the 

short distance regime,and the gluon exchange only needs to occur within 

the confines of the nucleon wavefunction. 

The deuteron form factor has been measured at -t up to 6 Gev2 

by Arnold et al. using a double spectator system at SIAC. A fit to 

the- asymptotic behavior t -N gives N = 5 + o.6fg - Figure 5 shows that 

the ratio Fg(t)/[Fi(t) (1 - t/m:)-'] with m .O = 300 Mev indeed 

flattens to a constant value as predicted--but at a surprisingly low 

value. In contrast, calculations of meson exchange contributions 

falloff too slowly compared to the data; the dimensional counting rules 

and the partition diagram of Fig. 4 provide a consistent calculation 

of the effective exchange current contributions. The counting rules 

also predict Gpidk) N (1 - yJ5 (nspect = 3) for the fall-off the 

fermi momentum for y N 1, the region where the proton carries nearly 

all of the deuteron momentum. This can be tested in eD +eX and in 

Dp -+pX in the deuteron fragmentation region. 
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4p+q)/2 . 
2785A2 

Figure 4. Partition contribution to the deuteron form factor which 

is consistent with color symmetry. The nucleons change 

momentum fromp/2 to (p + q)/2. 
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6. Applications to Inclusive Reactions31 

If we use the dimensional counting rules, then the quark model 

'predi%ts a sum of terms 

Ex(A+B+C+X)= c 
d3p ab-+cd 2 Nabcd 

f 

(pi + m ) 
abcd('cm'e) 

C abcd- 
(6.1) 

where N = nactive - 2 can be 2, 4, 6, etc. Possible reasons why a 
-4 

pT scale-invariant term (N = 2) from q + q + q + q is not 

observed in the present data range of the FNAL and ISR are discussed 

in Section 14. In the CIM, the important subprocesses of a hadronic 

reaction are postulated to invariably involve at least one hadronic 

wavef'unction--as would be natural in a bag model. The subprocesses 

with the minimum fall-off have six active quarks corresponding to 

q+M-+q+M and qq+B+q and their crossing invariants. Thus 

for any hadronic process, the CIM predicts $E d(J/d3p -3 f(Q cm' E) at 

large pT. Indeed, an excellent fit to the CCR-ISR data9for pp +?r"X 

can be obtained from Eq. (6.1) with G T/p - (1 - xJ5, Gq/p N (1 - x)3 

giving E do/d'p, (p; + M2) -4 E9 for the subprocess qn --f q?r 

with n = 
spectators 5. The same predictions hold for pp --f (r?,K)+X, 

but for K- production, an extra two spectators are required. Thus 

we predict at large pT, and small E 5 2/ s 

do(pp +K-X) 

ddpp -tK+X) 
= e4f(Ocm) (6.2) 

These results can be directly compared with the recent British-Scandi- 

navian resultsl'atthe ISR (see Table I). Some caution is needed here 

since E (=l-xT at 9') is 2 0.75, and thus is too large to ade- 

quately test the F power, which is defined for E +O. Nevertheless, 
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TABLE I 10 

-h Fits to the Function A(1 - pT/pbe,)F/(pg ’ N +m) 

Particle A m F N X2 NDF 

7T* 
7r- 
K+ 

K- 

P 

5 

7/-+ 

. - 7J- 

KS 

K- 

P 

P 

i 

i 

6.9 2 0.7 0.86 2 0.02 11.0 2 0.7 3.85 0.06 + 5321198 

7.4 t 0.7 0.89 2 0.02 11.9 2 0.7 3.89 0.07 2 604/199 

9.9 + 2.3 1.30 f 0.04 9.0 2 1.0 4.36 2 0.15 245/107 

10.4 + 4.2 1.33 f 0.08 12.2 + 1.1 4.38 0.18 + 198/107 

52 214 1.35 + 0.05 7.3 2 0.9 5.19 + 0.17 233/110 

9.0 2 2.6 1.08 2 0.05 14.0 + 1.4 4.55 2 0.15 287/110 

Fits with N fixed 

a.1 + 0.5 0.90 2 0.01 9.7 2 0.4 4.0 537/199 

8.2 + 0.6 0.92 + 0.01 11.0 + 0.4 4.0 . 606/200 

4.8 2 0.6 1.17 + 0.03 10.4 2 0.7 4.0 251/108 

4.6 + 0.8 1.18 2 0.04 13.6 2 0.9 4.0 202/108 

5.3 + 0.7 0.94 + 0.03 12.1 2 0.7 4.0 308/111 

380 2 65 1.59 + 0.03 5.7 2 o.% 6.0 251/111 

3.4 + 0.6 o.88 + 0.04 16.5 + 1.2 4.0 296/111 

296 rt: 75 1.55 + 0.04 11.5 2 1.4 6.0 318/111 
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the results are certainly consistent with the CIM predictions. Note 

3+1 that the experimental value of the ratio (6.2) is E - . The parameter .__ 

-m &s N 0(1 Gev) which is in a comfortable range. 

We note that the British-Scandinavian results do not indicate 

'presence of the contribution (P: + 2 -4.E7 m ) expected for pp +pX 

from the gq -+pq subprocess. This process, like qq -+ qq, invokes 

double quark charge neutralization, and may be dynamically suppressed, 

as we argue in Section 14. The subprocess qM -+ q'M followed by the 
-8 13 fragmentation q' +p f (99) predicts pL E , which is consistent with 

the B-S data (F = 12.12 0.7), if the power N is constrained to N = 4. 

However the preferred power of the fit is N = 5.19 2 0.17, which we 

shall argue is due to the additional presence of an N = 6 term. The 

subprocesses q + (qq) +M + B and B + q +p + q give (p:+m2)-6s5, 

7 E , respectively. The value of the B-S fit with N = 6 in fact gives 

F = 5.7 + 0.8. A list of the predictions for the various CIM subpro- 
. - 

cesses is given in Table II. Note that the process p f. q -+p f q 

with n I. passive = 2, F = 3, where the incident proton interacts directly, 

,has its main contributions in the far forward/backward direction 

?L - N + 1 since the full beam energy is involved. Some bremsstrahlung 

from both A and B is needed to yield a central region contribution. 

In this case this increases n spectator to 4, F=7. Thus the most 

important subprocesses in the CIM scheme for the ISR data range seem 

to be _(a) q + M 5 q f M and (b) q f (qq) +M + B. Note that for 

g production these give (P: + m 
2 -4p5 

) and (p:+m) 2 -6e11 , respec- 

tively, which again are consistent with the B-S- fits. Smaller contri- 

butions would also be expected to occur from the other CIM subprocesses 

listed in Table II. 
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N=4 

N=6 

Subprocess 

q+M-+q-t-M 

q+&-+M+~ 

q+q-+B+ 

4 + (99) +M + B 

q+B+q+B 

M+M+M+M 

q+&B+g 

TABLE 113' 

CIM Subprocesses 

F mijq, for (PP 4 

‘,O + 7T K ,e 
‘,O K- P 

9 13 13 15 

11 11 17 1-7 

9 9 7 11 

5 

5 

11 

1-7 

9 5 11 

9 .3 11 

11 17 1-7 

17 11 11 
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The fact that more than one subprocess contributes in the CIM 

with different dependence on pT and E provides a simple explanation 

.of why the effective power of N can change as one turns from the ISR 

range to the FNAL data range of the Chicago Princeton Group. I.1 In the 

case of pp +pir the, two subprocesses qr-+ q and q + (qq) -+?i- + B 

gives a form4 

B 
(P; + <)2 E5* (6.3) 

(Again we emphasize that this form is simplified since the actual dis- 

tributions in E only approach EF for E -+O. The errors this intro- 

duces are discussed in Ref. 30.) In the ISR regime where E > 0.65 

only the first term contributes. For the FNAL data, which spans 

0.4 < E < 0.7, the second term becomes important at small E despite 

the extra power of pL4, and in fact dominates for fixed & 2 
, PT --jw* 

Good fits to the CP and BS data for pT > 2 Gev/c using the form (6.3) 

can be obtained. At smaller pT, the effective Regge behavior a(t) 

is predicted to rise from the CIM negative integer values and more 

complicated forms are required. 

One of the most sensitive parametrizations of the data, pro- 

viding a strong discriminant of various models, is the use of the 

effective powers 31f30 
- 

N eff 
da log E - 

d3p 
1 

E f , ,cm fixed 

F eff = 
pT,Bcm fixed 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 
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which can be obtained as finite differences, from the large p, data at 

several different energies. (The form [pi + 61-N eF gives Feff =F 

" and-N eff approaching N from below for ,pz >> I$.) The kinematic 

dependence of Neff and Feff map the extremely fast changing cross 

sections into a formwhich is easily compared with theory. We note the 

following provisio. concerning the CP data: (1) The proton data is 

obtained from the A +l extrapolation of heavy nucleus data. (2) The 

measurements were made at 8 cm = 77’, 9o", 96’ for the beam momenta 

'Lab = 200, 300, 400 Gev/c, rather than fixed angle. In addition, in 

any data, possible systematic errors, normalization changes between 

energies can lead to distortion in the values of Neff and Feff. 

The results for the CP(FNAL):' BS(ISR):" and CCR(ISR)9 data 

are shownin Figures 6 and 7. The values of Neff and Feff for the 

BS data agree with the more recent fits provided by the.experimentalists 

in Table I. The large range in Feff (obtained using different energy 

pairs) shows that these values are less certain than those for Neff. 

The plateau&g of Neff for 7rL at N = 4 at the ISR and N = 6, 

with the corresponding drop in F eff shows how the balance toward 

terms with more active and fewer spectators occurs as one approaches 

the exclusive limit of the Peyrou plot at E +O. We should mention 

here that the observed kinematical dependence of Neff and Feff and 

the differences among particle types is very difficult to explain in 

thermodynamic and statistical models. Although the linear rise in 

N eff as E +o as predicted by the eikonal model of Fried et al. zj2 is 

in rough agreement with the trend of the data (although not the 

plateauing), the same model predicts Feff to be independent of s 

at fixed p T in contradiction to the ISR/FNAL comparison. Further 

details may be found in Ref. 30. 
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Figure 6. The parameters Feff and Neff obtained from the pp -+ 7r"X 

ISR data of CCR collaboration. Three energy pairs are 

used as indicated, with pT > 2.5 GeV. The statistical 

errors &re of the same size as the discrepancies from the 

different energy pairs. The prediction of the CIM is 

N,ff = 4 for this kinematic range. 
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Figure 7. The parameters Feff and Neff for charged hadron pro- 

duction at the CERN-ISR BS Collaboration, pp collisions 

and the FEAL C!P Collaboration, pL = 200, 300, 400 GeV 

proton-Tungsten collisions. The energy pairs for the ISR 

(connected by wavy lines) are ( 4s = 30.6 -44.8 GeV), and 

( ,ds = 44.8 - 52.7 GeV). The energy pairs for the FNAL 

(connected by straight lines) are ( 4s = 19.4 - 23.8 GeV) 

and ( Js = 23.8 - 27.4 GeV). A pT dependent nuclear 

correction is assumed for the FNAL data. Only pT > 2 GeV/c 
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Although the CSM subprocesses with nactive = 6, 8 can reproduce the 

effective powers of the meson production data, the Neff curves indi- 

-16 
.cate-&he presence of pT (nactive = 10) terms at the lower values of 

E in the CP proton data. Again this shows the increasing importance 

of terms with more active fields and fewer-spectators .as one approaches 

the exclusive boundary, but with the total number remaining constant. 

The smooth connection to the exclusive limit tit2 fixed) requires 5733 

N + F + 1 = Nexcl = nexcl - 2 (6.6) 

where n excl is the number of fields in the corresponding exclusive 

channel A + B + C -f- D(4Z2). This is the implementation of the corres- 

pondence rule of Bjorken and Kogut 34 k eneralizing Bloom-Gilman 35 

duality and the Drell-Yan 36 rule for electroproduction) and is obtained 

automatically from the counting rules (3.4, 2.5). An important predic- 

tion of the CIM for pp collisions is the ordering 

(6.7) 

In fact, not only the ordering, but also the values of Nexcl from the 

NAI, data are consistent with the quark-counting predictions! (See 

Table III.) 
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TABLE III 

. 

Comparison of Neff + Feff + 1 and N 
excl 

ISR(BS)l' FNAL(CP)+ N excl 

P 12.5 + 1.0 13 12(10)* 

Tr' 15.9 2 0.8 12.5 12 

7-r- 15.8 -t- 0.8 12.5 12 

K+ 13.4 + 1.1 12 - 12.5 

K- 16.6 + 1.3 14 -14 

JT 18.6 -i- 1.6 16 16 

*Nexcl = 10 for pp +pX corresponds to (Pq +Pq) and should 

only dominate forward/backward angles. 

t FNAL values l1 (from Fig. 7 at pI N 5 Gev, E N 0.5 (see Ref. 30)). 

are uncertain by at least -t- 1. 
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7. Predictions for Meson and Photon Beams 

Some of the most crucial tests of the CIM arise in large pT 

reactions with meson beams. Since the form of the hard scattering model 

(3.3) explicitly satisfies crossing, we can relate A + B -+C + X to 

c' + B -+A + X by simple s ++u substitution. Thus ,~-p +5X can be 

completely predicted (including normalization) from the CIM parametriza- 

tion for the pp -+7;'X data, etc.; we expect d&r-p + iX)/du(pp +p’X, 
-4 - E at fixed pT. (This also can be applied to 5, K', K- besms.) 

In general a meson (or photon) beam is predicted to be more efficient 

than a proton beam in initiating high pT reactions since the quark 

carries a larger fraction of the momentum in the meson. In general we 

predict 

$$&$!$# N e2 at fixed pTJ 6Jcrn (7.1) 

for subprocesses q. + M + q + M, q f (qq) +M + B, etc., since there 

is one less spectator. (We ignore r + q +T + q with no spectators 

from the pion, for xL fl.) In particular, we expect for almost any 

parton model of new particle production 

(7.2) 

Note that this implies the fall-off (1 - xI,)2 for the ratio in the 

beam fragmentation region, which is consistent with what has been re- 

ported by the Northeastern experiment at FNAL.37 

The application of the counting rules are particularly interest- 

ing for photon processes since the electromagnetic coupling gives 

(7.3) 
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Thus we typically expect: 

d&p -+RX):da(Mp +HX):~U(~~ .+Hx) 

= E”:E1:E2 (7*4) 

In addition there will be background terms where the photon acts as a 

meson beam. It is also interesting to test these predictions in cases 

where H is a wide angle lepton pair. 

The application of the CIM to yp -+yX and up --JJX in the 

SLAC and Cornell high pT, but very small E regime is discussed in 

detail in Refs. 37,30. In these cases subprocesses giving the smallest 

powers of E (e.g., p + q 3 y + (qq) gives (P!? + m 
2 -5 $1 

) rather 

2-2 3 
than yq -+yg. which gives (p: + m ) E ) are found to dominate and 

account for the data. 

8. Charge-Cubed Test: The $p + e+rX Asymmetry 

Even though deep inelastic Compton scattering is severely com- 

plicated by non-scale invariant background terms at small E, this is 

not the case for the charge asymmetry measured in deep inelastic 

bremsstrahlung $p + ZyX, which is sensitive to the scaling part of 

the virtual Compton amplitude. The cross section difference which is 

odd in the lepton charge, arises because of the interference between 

the Bethe-Heitler and Compton amplitudes and determines a discontinuity 

of (p[JP(x) JV(y) Jh(z)/p). For the scaling region, with all invariants 

38 large, one has from the parton model 



Ac(~'P -+e'yX) = c Qz Gq lp(x) &(eq + e:~q)I ,- 
i i s -xs 

where 
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SI 

x = -q2/k!p.q ’ q = Pe + P Y - P,Y 

(8.1) 

and Qz is the cube of the par-ton charge. -As shown in Ref. 38, the 

requirement of interference to create the g asymmetry demands that 

only one quark line be active, and none of the background terms which 

contribute to deep inelastic Compton scattering occur. An analysis lead- 

ing to the same conclusions based on a light expansion is given by J. 

Kiskis?g We note that the structure function V(x) = ci Q:Gq lp(x) has 
i 

. - 

special properties. Since V(x) is odd charge conjugation, the Pomeron 

and other even trajectories do not contribute and the distribution should 

exhibit a quasi-elastic peak at x - l/3, characteristic of the valence 

quarks. Further, since ci Qz can be related linearly to the total 

charge and baryon number of the target. V(x) obeys an exact sum rule: 

1 5/g (quark model) 

s 
V(x) dx = c Q; = (8.2) 

0 1 (Drell-Yan-Levy-type integer charges) 

in the case of a proton target. 

Recently, a Santa Barbara grouplo has successfully measured 

the asymmetry in a double arm experiment at SLAC. Although the asymmetry 

in the e& --+e-X monitor was negligible (< O.O%), the asymmetry be- 

came as large as 2O-3C$ when the large pT photon was observed. The 

measurements were consistent with the form of & predicted by the 

parton model,including the quasi-elastic peak. A preliminary analysis 

gives ci Q; = 0.88 + 0.44, with the error limited by low statistics. 

Clearly it is important that these measurements be extended. 
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There are also very interesting hadronic charge asymmetries 
+- which can be measured in e e collisions 

Acr(e+e- +y + HL + X) 

&r(e+e- +Ht efe-X) 

in annihilation and the two photon process, respectively. These also 

measure valence-dominated odd .C structure functions and the parton charges 

cubed. A complete analysis of these processes is in preparation. 41 

9. Quasi-Elastic Peak in Inclusive Hadronic Reactions 30 

One of the most sensitive tests of the dynamics of the parton 

model is the measurement of differences in particle production, especially 

da(pp -+K+X) - da(pp + K-X), which is sensitive to the flow of the valence 

quantum numbers of the beam to the produced particle. For orientation, 

we begin by considering the trivial case when the binding of the hadrons 

A, B, C, vanishes. For equal quark masses, then GaiA(x) =6(x-na/nA), 

Gb,B(x) = 6(x-%/nB) in Eq. (2.1) where na is the number of quarks 

in a, n A =n +n a Aa, etc. At 90°, we have 

(9.1) 

(This is multiplied by xc = nc/(nc f n ) if c fragments to C.) 
CC 

nl Turning on the binding we expect 6(xT - xT) to spread out to a dis- 

tribution in xT which still remains peaked at the value 61 xT. Since 
F 

the cross section is parametrized as E eff = (1 - x*)Feff, we should 
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then find Feff = 0 at xT = $k. More realistically, we know that 

the small x behavior of G a/A(x) d iverges at x -SO due the presence 

of inf-inite number of partons in the Fock wave function of hadron A. 

A convenient parametrization is 30 

2no(aA)-1 2na-1 03 [A(l-x)' log.$]' - 
Ga,A(X: cc (1 - x) X c 61 (9.2) 

6=0 

where each component 

(a) obeys the spectator rule (3.5) for no(&) + 26 spectators, 

(b) peaks at x = na/(no(&) + 26), 

and where the infinite sum converges to 

Ga/A(X 
:) N b)ga 

XUA 

[x +l or x-+0] (9.3) 

where ga= 2no(a) - 1 and aA = A + 1 - 2na. 

Substituting (9.3) into (2.1) gives a form (x1 = -u/s, 

x2 = -t/s) 

EAw (pG+m2) 2'nactive 

d3p 

eF 1-aA l-043 
x1 x2 (9.4) 

times a slowly varying function of x1 and x2. (xl = x2 = xT/2 at 

w".) Thus for aA = C$ = 1 (Pomeron, Feynman scaling behavior) 
4 

F 
eff 

z F, and there is no quasi-elastic peak. Intuitively this corres- 

ponds to having nA, nP -+w (unlimited number of spectators and A + 0 "r 
in Eq. (9.1). However, for processes sensitive to the quantum numbers 

of the beam, a < 1, and we must have a quasi-elastic peak. The data 

for the difference of p and 5 and $ - f production does seem to 

show a zero in the Feff plot (see Fig. 8) at "r N 0.2 to 0.3 at FNAL 
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Figure 8. The extraction of Feff for the difference of the p and 

p' production cross sections and the difference of the K' 

and K- production cross sections at the ISR (BS Collabor- 

ation) and FNAL (CP Collaboration). The points are labelled 

as in Fig. 7. A zero value for Feff indicates a quasi- 

elastic peak in the E distribution. 
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and x T N 0.1 to 0.15 at the ISR ($ - K-). The values are in reason- 

able agreement with the number of spectators expected in the CIM (see 

Ref. 30). In particular, roughly l/5 to l/3 of the incident beam * 

momentum is found on valence partons for the FNAL kinematic range, 

and this is reduced by perhaps a factor of 2 in the ISR range, as 

expected from the increased number of spectators in the terms that 

dominate at large E. This effective valence-momentum fraction is 

possibly useful as a guide to the relative effectiveness of proton beam energy 

compared to e'e- beams. Much more experimental data involving pro- 

duction particle and beam target particle differences and theoretical 

work will be required to fully exploit the important information in 

the parton distribution functions. It should also be interesting to 

correlate multiplicity in the fragmentation regions with the corres- 

ponding number of predicted quark spectators. 

10. Correlations 

Thus far we have discussed tests which only prove the short 

distance structure of the parton model. Detailed predictions for multi- 

plicity distributions and correlations (quantum numbers, two multiparticle 

momentum distributions, etc.) involve the large distance properties of 

the theory--how the quark and simple hadronic states created in the 

irreducible subprocesses and the spectators evolve into physical 

hadrons. By making simplifying assumptions, many predictions can be 

made, but in most cases direct tests of the structure of the short dis- 

tance quark mechanisms are not involved. 

Bjorkenl has already discussed the evidence for jet structure 

which is expected in any hard-scattering models based on two body 
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reaction. We note that in the CIM the transverse momentum distribution 

away from the jet axis is always of the form of a sum of inverse powers, 

rathey: than the usually assumed exponential tail. For each contributing 

CIM subprocess one can predict where in phase space the conserved quantum 

numbers (B, Q, .S) tend to distribute when. a large pT particle is _ 
detected (making the usual assumptions on quantum retention of the 

partons). Thus where q + (qq) +M + B is the important subprocess, 

a baryonic system is expected to recoil against a meson trigger. In 

K' production, strangeness is typically balanced in the beam fragmen- 

tation region. On the other hand in K- production, strangeness should 

be balanced locally. Other examples are discussed in Refs. 30 and 42. 

Many aspects of the angular correlations expected in the CIM 

42 are discussed by Raitio and Ringland and in Ringland's contribution 

to this conference. I will only briefly discuss one aspect of the 

correlations here. A useful formula for understanding the momentum 

balance in a large pT reaction is the purely kinematic relation 

cot 8 d = cot e + 
C- xC (10.1) 

where the cm angles are measured with respect to the beam; Bd = ec 

is "back to back." The important values of xa, xb and xc are 

controlled by the G distributions and the weight of the cross section 

do/dtl(a -t b + c + id). We note that 

(a) The jet along d will be back to back with the jet along c 

bc ' 0,) if (x,)/x, is small and/or (xa - x,> is small. 

Note that on the average (xc) is smaller for pions than for 

other hadrons since the pions can be daughters or decay products. 
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(b) Conversely, the divergence from back-to-back jets is increased if 

ha - X-J is peaked at a large value (as is characteristic of 

GIM processes with a # b). 

(c) For ec = 9o", Eq. (10.1) gives a smeared double peak solution for 

'd which becomes flattened or peaks toward Qd =,5X)' in order to - 

minimize s' . 

(d) For Bc < 9o", there are two peaks in ed, with the one tending 

toward the same direction as ec dominanting to minimize s'. 

The situation is further complicated if da/dt'(a f b + c f d) has 

strong t' or u' dependence. 

Comparisons with present data are sometimes treacherous since 

one has to rely on somewhat uncertain peaking of multiplicity distribu- 

tions which are also subject to normalization uncertainties. 

The theoretical predictions for momentum balance can be most 

readily compared with data where the momenta of the particles in the 

recoil system are measured. Extensive calculations are now in progress 

which utilizethefull G a,A(x,K1) distributions to generate events in 

a Monte-Carlo program. 44 More sensitive tests will also require quantum 

numbers of the leading particles in the jet system. It is also particu- 

larly interesting to measure difference in correlations when the trigger 

is p vs. 6 or KS vs. K-, since the valence part of the distribution 

functions must be involved. 

A possible'difficulty for the CIM, as emphasized by Contogouris 

and Schiff" are the correlations between high particles produced at 

9o" on opposite sides. If the dominant process for pp -+1~l7X is 

qM -+ q'Tl, with q' +r2 + q", then there should be a cross section 

minimum at This is not evident in the present data 
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for x$,') N 0.15. However, the meson produced in the CIM process 

q + M + q+M is aminimal or "bare" meson state consisting of two hard 

quarkJartons. Unless it is limited by kinematics, such a state can 

continue to evolve into a physical meson state by radiating slow 

hadrons--just as.a bare electron produced in the final state must 

create its electromagnetic self-field to form a physical electron. 

Thus it is probably unlikely that a detailed pion can be identified 

universely with the meson state M. A further reduction of the minimi- 

zation at pl (2) = pp) also occurs if M is a decay product of a 

heavier hadron, e.g., a p or kaon.At low xI one thus expects extra 

multiplicity and a positive correlation for a hadron to be emitted on 

the same side. (1) However, for large xT where phase space'is limited, 

it is unlikely that extra spectators are produced along the trigger and 

the qM -+qM subprocesses should yield a minimum at pI (2) = p!"* 

Note, however other contributing processes like q f q ,TJ' t- T- and 

q+ (qd 4-u-f B have maxima at pI 

11. The Multiplicity Bump at Large p, 

It is often stated that no sharp change is evident in data 

which unequivocally indicates the on-set of new physics at large pT. 

However, the Argo spectrometer group of E. W. Anderson et al. 
46 at BNL 

did find that for fixedM2, the changed multiplicity measured in the 

inclusive reactions pp -+ pX and pp -+nX at pI = 28.5 Gev/c shows 

a change of mc N 1 over an interval in pT N 0.7 to 1.0 Gev/c which 

moves in with increasing & 2 (see Fig. 9). It would seem to be 

difficult to explain this result in terms of extended Regge, eikonal, 
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Figure 9. Multiplicity bump in the Argo data. 46 [F rom Alonso and 

Wright, ref. 47.1 
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or statistical models, without introducing new thresholds, etc. 

In a recent paper, Alonso and Wright 47 have shown that the -. 
.ArgoJata can be explained simply in terms of the existence of two 

components in the inclusive cross section: 

(a) A soft component exp( -6~~) T with the usual Regge, parameterization 

and an associated multiplicity 

ii 
S 

-2+10g&Y2, (Gev units) (11.1) 

(b) A hard component (consistent with the CIM) of the form of a sum of 

terms C(pz -I- m2)-n (l-xR)F fitted to the large pT data, with 

an associated multiplicity 

Qy 2.7 +o.5pT + i0g( & - rJd )’ (11.2) 

which agrees with the ISR multiplicities. The last term accounts for 

the spectator multiplicity. The sum of contributions agrees with the 

Argo data (see Fig. 9). Further tests involving other energies, angles, 

and other beams (meson, photon) are clearly necessary to confirm this 

hard-scattering model explanation, A related discussion, based on the 

hadronic bremsstrahlung picture of Ref. 48 has also recently been given 

by Gutay et al. 49 

12. The Partition Method for Bound State Calculations 

There are many methods available for obtaining the covariant 

amplitude for processes involving the scattering of hadrons. These 

include Bethe-Salpeter methods, Fock space calcuations in time-ordered 
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perturbation theory, Sudakov analyses, etc. Perhaps the 

is the "partition" method discussed in Ref. 5 , which is 

conveffient for analyzing scaling behavior of amplitudes, 

simplest method 

particularly 

and also for 

proving cancellations in the infrared region. In general, one replaces 

each hadron by a cluster of constituents, where each particle has a 

- finite fraction of the hadron momentum: (p(+) E po + p3) 

,(+) = x p(f), 
i i 

‘f;‘ii = Zli , 

c xi = 1, O<Xi<l 

(12.1) 

c i7’ =j$=o 
li 

In general, the hadronic wave function controls the relative probability 

for a given number of constituents and the convergence of the xi and 

?Li spectrum. Note that in the zero binding limit we must have 

(12.2) 

Further, in the limit of small interaction strength only the minimally- 

connected graphs would be important. 

We now make the following ansatz: The short distance behavior 

and fixed angle scaling properties of hadronic amplitudes are independent 

of the magnitude of the hadronic binding. In this case the leading 

asymptotic behavior is identical to that obtained by partitioning each 

hadron's momentum among its constituents and calculating the minimal 

connected graphs (including the usual spinor factors). Examples are 

shown in Fig. lO.for the nucleon form factor and K'p +K'p amplitude. 
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The interaction kernel is iterated wherever large momentum transfer is 

involved. In general all possible routings are required. The important 

graphs"of the CIM are reviewed in Section 15. 

Since the calculations do not include loops; they are extremely 

simple. In the dase of renormalizable theories, the gluon coup&ings 

always cancel its propagator in the scaling behavior so (after spin pro- 

jection) only the quark propagator k -2 contributes to the fall-off. 

It is then simple to verify the dimensional counting rule F(t) N t -n+l 

for the spin-averaged form factor and &(K+p +K+p) N u -lt-2 , for 

Fig. 10, and the general fixed-angle scaling result Jlln N (4s) 4-n , 

n=n active' independent of constituent spin. It is also easy to see 

that the partition model is always gauge invariant as long as all possible 

photon insertions are made along each charged line. 

13. Proofs of Dimensional Counting 

The technical condition for the minimally-connected partition 

graphs to give the correct asymptotic behavior is the finiteness of the 

Bethe-Salpeter wave-function at the origin (since in this case further 

iterations of the Bethe-Salpeter kernel lead to non-leading contributions). 

Non s-states are discussed in Ref. 5. In asymptotic freedom theories 

one can show --at least in non-gauge models --that this condition is satis- 

fied up to calculable corrections involving a finite power of logarithms?3 

In the case of gauge theories the fact that hadron has total zero charge 

(color singlet) with respect to gluon coupling leads to a cancellation 

of all infrared singularities for hadronic matrix elements. This is 

shown explicitly for the Abelian and non-Abelian cases in Ref. 5 and 
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50 J respectively. In the case of color models we also note the follow- 

ing: Emission of a color octet from an external color singlet hadron 

requires a color octet intermediate state. As long as rng - < # 0, the 

vanishing of the energy denominator at K" -+O necessary for an infrared 

singularity in the gluon momentum cannot occur. Thus the extra compli- - 

cations of the gauge theories do not affect the hadronic scaling laws. 

Note that the partition method always give the correct scaling law in 

the limit of small coupling strength and binding and thus even in a 

theory with wave function anomalous behavior gives an important constraint 

on calculations. 

Important progress has also been made on the contributions of 

pinch singularities of the type discussed by Landshoff. 
51 Note that in 

the case of graphs involving multiple quark-quark scattering between 

quarks of different hadrons, the intermediate states can be on-shell 
. - 

leading to singularities in the x. 1 integrations. The amplitude at 

the singularity essentially becomes the product of independent near-on- 

shell quark-quark scattering amplitudes. As has often been noted, such 

graphs do not occur by hypothesis in the CIM because of the requirement 

of quark exchange or interchange. Further, since scale-invariant quark- 

quark interactions are not seen in inclusive large pT reactions, these 

pinch contributions presumably are unimportant on phenomenological 

grounds. 

However, itinow appears that even, in principle, such contri- 

butions do not occur in leading order of the power-law scaling in gauge 

theories. Cornwall and Tiktopoulous5' have shown that, because the pinch 

contribution is proportional to a disconnected t # 0 quark-quark scatter- 

ing amplitude, an infrared factor of the form exp(-g2 log2t/h2) auto- 

matically damps the amplitude faster than any power. The possible 
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existence of such a mechanism was originally suggested by Polkinghorne 52 

and by Appelquist and Poggio. 53 The parameter h2 is a measure of how 

far tke quark is off-shell and thus is proportional to the binding 

energy A' N (~23.) m, and the Landshoff contribution vanishes rapidly 

as the B.E. 40.. 
- 

We should also comment here that the dimensional counting rules 

can be derived in a more formal fashion for scale-invariant theories 

using a short-distance expansion of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function. 

This is straightforward in the case of spinless constituents, but is 

more subtle in the case of spin. 54 An elegant discussion and references 

to earlier work is given by Polyakov in his report to the SLAC 

Symposium.55 As shown in Ref. 6 , the spin complications occur because 

the important part of the wave function (which controls the convergence 

of the partition diagrams) is actually the coefficient of the "on-shell" 

spinors in Salpeter's 56 expansion of the wave function: e.g. for the pion 

& b) N U(P,) V(P,) 9*(P) + l ** (13.1) 

The spinors are included in the definition of partition amplitude. The 

q++(P) wave function has the same dimension and scaling ,properties as 

the spinless theory. 

14. Minimal Neutralization and Quark-Quark Scattering 

A central and recurring problem in the understanding of large 

PT inclusive reactions is the phenomenological absence of scale-invariant 

quark-quark interactions. In the CIM the absence of such an interaction 
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is a postulate; quarks only interact within the confines of the hadronic 

"bag" and only quark-hadron scattering kernels occur. This is also 

-equiV%lent to the basic duality argument that all intermediate states 

must conform to the composition and quantum numbers of the observed 

hadrons. The presumed absence.of hadronic.states with a hard gluon -_ 

constituent negates the importance of a hard gluon exchange 5.f contribution. 

Another possible reason occurs in the context of color models. 

In order to ,prevent the emission of states with non-zero color, gluon 

exchange requires that at minimum two vacuum quark lines arise to 

neutralize all the quantum numbers of the final state (see Fig. 11). 

On the other hand, e'e- annihilation (via e+e- + qq), deep inelastic 

scattering (eq + eq), the Drell-Yan process (qi + p'p-),. and essentially 

all the CIM processes (qq -+m, qM + qM, q(qq) --+MB, etc.) require only 

one quark line neutralization. The sole exception is the mechanism 

qq -+B& which again requires two-line neutralization.In fact, fits to 

'pp +pX do not demand the presence of this mechanism. It is thus con- 

ceivable that there is a dynamical reason for minimal neutralization 

(and in turn minimum multiplicity) in a high energy collision. 

In any event, regardless of the eventual importance of a gluon 

exchange contribution, the quark exchange and interchange contributions 

are not suppressed in any parton model, and must be taken into account. 
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Figure 11. Double quark line neutralization (dashed line) required 

for a gluon exchange contribution, to p + p -+~!'-f- X. 
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1-5. Development of the Constituent Interchange Model4 

There are many ways to motivate the hypothesis that quark ex- -. 

changeand interchange is the dominant hadronic interaction at short 

distances. The interchange model gives a dynamical, covariant realization 

of duality diagrams for exclusive processes.at large t and u. It thus 

automatically satisfies the constraints of analyticity, crossing behavior, 

and leads to a smooth connection to the usual Regge physics of small t 

and u. In particular, if an amplitude is exotic in the s-channel (e.g. 

K+p -+ K+p), the amplitude continues to be exotic at large Gem. 59 

The interchange model can also be motivated directly from the 

parton model starting from the usual "handbag" diagram for deep inelastic 

processes (see Fig. 12a). The same diagram (plus the crossed graph) gives 

a contribution to Compton scattering of the form 

g (yp + up) ,-.a F;+j2(t) $ (rq -+n) 

F(+)2(t) 
-4n2 p 

S2 

[1+ ow41 
05.1) 

which corresponds to a j = 0 fixed pole contribution at s >> t, 60 and 

-6 
S behavior at fixed angle--assuming, as is true from dimensional count- 

ing, that F (+)(t) 
P 

(which * 1s an even C nucleon form factor) falls as 

t-;l. [Th' is result can easily be extended to give usual Regge behavior at 

small t via the choice of the x-distribution; see ref, 48.1 

If we replace one photon by a meson then we obtain immediately the inter- 

change model for meson photoproduction-- basically impulse approximation 
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Figure 12. Inductive derivation of the CIM (see text). 
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$ (Y-P -+np) N Y;(t) g (UP +TP) 

N s -7 fbcm) (15.2) 

The scaling behavior holds providedFVM t 
-1 ._ Similarly? replacing the - 

other photon vertex by a Bethe-Salpeter bound state, we obtain a model 

for meson-baryon scattering at large t and u (see Fig. 12b): 

This connects for s >> -t >> m2 to the asymptotic Regge behavior 

A- s-a(t)f3(t) with 

a(t) + -1, w +t 
-2 at large t .- (15.4) 

[The factor (-u/s) corresponds to dominance of the helicity conserving 

amplitude.] Again we remark thatthemeson-nucleon amplitude has the same 

analytic and exoticity structure as duality diagrams. For the case of 

K+P + K+P we have Jtt +u -$,a with discontinuities only in u and 

t. A comparison with the data for K+p and K'p scattering is given in 

refs. 3, 23. 

Continuing inductively, we can obviously obtain a contribution 

to inclusive meson nucleon scattering by opening up the quark line as 

in Fig. 12~. This immediately gives in analogy with ep + eX 

05.5) 
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where the quark carries fractional momentum 

- 

K. +K 

x = XBJ = p. f p; IAit- t 

This gives a contribution 4 

3 

x;1 
do (T-p -TX) - -8 (1 - XT)7 
d3p/E PT 

(15.6) -' 

(15.7) 

with the scale set by the scaling of the qM -+ qM amplitude. The con- 

tribution (15.7) clearly satisfies the exclusive-inclusive connection to 

(15.3) and automatically extends the usual formulae for the triple Regge 

region. This contribution is however not important in the central region 

at small x T' In a general inclusive 'process-away from the edge of ,$hase 

space--there will be radiation, i.e., hadronic bremsstrahlung from all the 

external lines. The beam, target, and produced particles each radiate 

energy along the momentum direction producing extra spectators. (Note 

that F2(x) already includes target bremsstrahlung.) We thus obtain the 

contribution of Fig. 12d, and a contribution of the general form (2.1) 

where the active subprocess is Mq + Mq_, and M is a virtual (qq) state 

with the quantum numbers of a meson. Thus, in general,the CIM leads to 

Eq. (2.1) where the active subprocess is any amplitude involving hadron 

scattering or production. The inductive argument given here shows that 

neither gluon interactions nor the scattering of quarks of different 

hadrons need be considered explicitly. 
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16. The A Dependence of High pT Reactions 

One of the most fascinating aspects of high pT reactions-- 

especfally from the standpoint of the quark parton model--is the question 

of nuclear target effects. Among the general questions involved are the 

nature of shadowing effects, the possibility of coherent and multi-nucleon 

reactions, the different nature of interactions of soft and hard partons, 

and the influence of the nuclear environment on quark confinement and 

quantum number neutralization. 

(a) Inclusive Reactions: The pL = 300 Gev/c FNAL-CP data" for 

pA +HX near 90' depends on nuclear number as A %(PT) , where for 

PI N 4 to 6 Gev/c, n - 1.1, n Ti- K+ 
N 1.2, n - n N 

K- P 
that nH is not below 1 apparently indicates that 

n - 1.3. The fact 
P 

each nucleon of the 

target participates in the reactions, and thus there is no absorption of 

the hard partons initiating the high pT reactions. Further, nR > 1 

indicates either a collective multinuclear effect 61 or a multiple scatter- 

62 ing mechanism. The former explanation (although in principle possible 

for CIM mechanisms like q f q + +M + g, or Landshoff-type diagrams) 

would require coherence of quark amplitudes over large nuclear distances. 

Futhermore, the form of the A dependence is not naturally fit using a 

linear combination of terms, A, A2, A 3 62 . 

The more conventional solution, based on a careful analysis of 

double-scattering processes has been offered by J. Kuhn. 62 He assumes 

the single nucleon cross section has a two component form fitted to ISR 

data where the hard shadowing term (being due to the interactions of 

hard parton components of the beam) is unshadowed (proportioned to A) 

and the "soft" component (which arises due to the usual peripheral, 
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diffractive dissociation of the beam, i.e., wee-parton interactions) 

has the same A dependence as the total cross section (=A o*85). In 

addition, states produced (at moderate p,) by the hard component can -cI 

traverse the nucleus and interact again with another hard interaction 

H+p2-t~+X2 to produce the final observed hadron at large PT. (This 
- 

"secondary beam" is assumed not to be shadowed, since it mainly consists 

of hard partons and there is insufficient time to develop a completely 

dressed hadron.) The double-scattering term gives an A4/3 contribution,, 

Kuhn finds that the observed A dependence of pA +TX can be repro- 

duced using this model. [See Figure 13.1 Kuhn's explanation, however, 

demands that the second hard scattering (96) + p' +'rr + X2 has a rela- 

tively slow fall-off * (pI t- m*)-"e3, as suggested by the CIM, in the 

required small E, high pT forward angle region of the Peyrou plot. 

Further tests of Kuhn's model are clearly required, especially the pre- 

. - dieted energy and angular dependence on A, as well as predictions for 

different particle tyj?eS. Note that the CIM would predict less double 

scattering for ?rA +7rX since there is relatively less advantage in 

using the hard component twice. 

If the double-scattering explanation is correct, then there 

are also obvious consequences for the structure and multiplicity of the 

associated nuclear recoil system X, I- X,, coplanarity distributions, 

etc. 

b) 

when 

Lepton Processes: The standard tests of the quark parton model, 

performed on a nuclear target, can yield further essential information 

on the internal hadronic mechanisms. If hard partons are not absorbed 

then clearly no shadowing (o- = A) is expected for the scaling contri- 

butions to eA + eX, pA + Zp-X at large x. Both experiments also 
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Figure 13. A dependence of the FNAL-CP data I1 at pLab = 300 GeV/c, 

and Kuhn's calculation (solid line). From J. Kuhn, 

ref. 62. 
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can test the nature of G ,/,(x) at small x and the possibility of 

shadowing and antishadowing, as predicted by Nicolaev and Zakharov. 63 

An alternative view is discussed in Ref. 64. A 

It is also particularly interesting to study the A dependence 

of the reaction. eA + eHX in the photon fragmentation region,in order 

to see how the nuclear environment influences the kinematic dependence 

of the fragmentation function 
GWS 

(~~2~). Furthermore, particle ratios 

at high pT might be sensitive to changes in the quark-neutralization 

process induced by the nuclear medium. 65 

(c) Elastic Scattering: Another intriguing possibility is that there 

is no shadowing in quasi-exclusive asymptotic wide-angle scattering 

processes. If we argue that only the hard-parton constituent states 

of the beam are effective in initiating a large angle scattering process, 

then no shadowing for these components implies 66 

c 22 (HA 4H.A’ 
A’ d-t 

) +zg (HP -+HP) + (A-Z) g (Hn +Hn) (16.1) 

at large t and u. The allowed final state in the quasi-exclusive 

scattering consists of any excited nuclear state A' including nucleon 

recoil without any extra hadrons being produced. Note that Fermi-motion 

corrections normalize out at large pT, and double-scattering contri- 

butions should not be important in the power law region. 

We emphasize that the underlying assumption for the validity of 

(16.1) is that the parton-Fock space of the incident hadron has a non-zero 

probability for a state with only hard parton constituents. Due to their 

small interaction size, such par-tons are assumed to completely penetrate 
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the nucleus. In addition to resolving the validity of these intriguing 

assumptions, the phenomenology of quasi-exclusive nuclear scattering 

could$so be very interesting. For example, if Eq. (16.1) is correct, 

then the CIM predicts 

- (16.2) 

since only the up quarks in the nucleus participate in the interchange 

interaction, Thus extraordinary dependence on A and Z is a dramatic 

consequence of the quark model framework for large angle processes. We 

also note that measurements of (16.2) provideanincreased rate for checks 

of fixed angle scaling at larger values of tandu. ' 

A more general discussion of the material in this section-will 

be given in Ref. 64. 

Conclusions. 

It is interesting to note that many of the postulates of the 

CIM and dimensional counting rules are natural features of quark models 

based on gauge field theories. The validity of the impulse approximation 

at large pT can be connected with asymptotic freedom and the existence 

of Bjorken scaling. The dominance of quark exchange or interchange com- 

pared to single gluon exchange in exclusive processes is automatic in 

color models. Continuity with inclusive processes at fixedA2, or the 

minimum neutralization postulate may account for absence of gluon exchange 

in high pT inclusive reactions. Furthermore, the work of Refs. 5 and 

30 shows that the infrared complications of the vector theories are not 

operative in the case where the external states are all neutral (color 

singlets). 
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It is also striking that so many features of conventional 

quantum electrodynamics (form factors, fixed angle scattering of bound 

states, etc.) have the same behavior and satisfy the same counting 
-_ 

laws which are now being observed in hadron physics--at least up to 

order a log s. (Compare, e.g., elastic 7~' -. r and ela.stic positronium- * 

positronium scattering.) The problem of untangling hadron dynamics 

is thus very much like unraveling the structure of quantum electro- 

dynamics from the scattering and spectra of the leptonic bound states. 

The CIM together with the dimensional counting rules are con- 

sistent with a) crossing symmetry; b) usual Regge forms (exclusive 

and inclusive) at small pT; c) continuity throughout the Peyrou plot 

including the exclusive-inclusive connection; d) duality and the con- 

straints of dual diagrams at large pTj e) Bjorken scaling behavior 

and scale invariance at short distances; f) power law fall-off in 

. - all momentum transfer variables; g) a purely hadronic description of 

hadron scattering at small pT. On the other hand, absorption, 

geometric effects, or consequences of quark confinement are not explicitly 

taken into account. Normalization cross checks between form factors, 

hadronic scattering amplitudes, structure functions, and decay rates-- 

all of which are normalized to the Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction at the 

origin--have not yet been systematically applied. Further gauge- 

invariant calculations of photo and electroproduction amplitudes are 

also required. 

It is apparent from the success of the quark counting rule for 

the deuteron form factor and the other nuclear effects discussed in 

Section 16 that the nucleus provides another testing ground of the quark 

model. The quark degrees of freedom become important for nuclear physics 
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at momentum transfers beyond 1 Gev/c2, and provide an important con- 

straint on the asymptotic behavior of the nucleon interaction, exchange 

curren&s, and distribution functions. A number of predictions are dis- 

cussed in Section 16. 

Large PT physics is still 1argely.a phenomenological science, 

and a great number of experimental clues will be required for further 

progress. Among the most important tests of the quark-parton model 

are (a) further confi qation of jet structure; (b) scaling laws 

(Pi4 ?) for jet + jet production at a given total pT; (c) tests of 

scale-invariance and normalization of the Drell-Yan process p+p+~+~-X 

or p+p++X, and production of real and virtual photons at large pT; 

(d) detailed single particle distributions on a proton target throughout 

the Peyrou plot; (e) large pT production by photon, meson, anti- 

proton beams; (f) differences of particle/anti-particles in beam, 

. - target and projectile; ( ) t t g s rut ure of complete events with a high 

pT trigger; (h) correlations with momentum measurements and tracing 

of quantum numbers; (i) the production of new particles at large xL 

or PT' All of these measurements can lead us further to the goal of 

understanding the underlying dynamics and degrees of freedom of hadrons ‘e 
at short distances. 
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